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We attempt once more, as in  the global symmetry scheme, t o  
treat the eight lrnown baryons as a supermultipl-et, degenerate i n  
the limit of a cer ta in  symmetry but s p l i t  in to  isotopic spin m u l t i -  
- I -- _ - -  _- _ -  
p le t s  by a symmetry-breaking term. Here we do not t r y  t o  describe 
the symtnetry violation i n  de t a i l ,  but we ascribe it phenomenologically 
r----__ _ ^ . _ ^ _ _ _ -  I---- ' 
t o  t he  mass differences themselves, supposing that there i s  some 
analogy t o  the p-e mass difference. 
________ __^_. I.---- 
The symmetry i s  called unitary symmetry and corresponds t o  
_-  
the "unitary group" i n  three dimensions i n  the same way tha t  charge 
independence corresponds t o  the "unitarj group" i n  two dimensions. 
i 
l The eight infinitesimal generators of the group form a simple Lie 
( algebra, just l i ke  the three components of isotopic spin. 
I I -  
I 
Ln t h i s  
important sense, unitary symmetry i s  the simplest generalization 
of chwge independence. 
<' ) 
The baryons then correspond naturally t o  an eight-dimensional 
irreducible representation of %he group; when the mass differences 
are turned on, the f a m i l i a r  multiplets appear. "he pion and K meson 
f i t  in to  a similar s e t  of eight par t ic les ,  along with a predicted 
pseudoscalar meson Z having I = 0. The pattern of Yulcawa couplings 
of JI, K and X i s  then nearly determined, i n  the l imi t  of unitary 
symmetry. 
0 
The most a t t rac t ive  feature of the scheme i s  that it permits 
the  description of eight vector mesons by a unified theory of the \\ A 
Yang-Mills type (with a mass term). Like Sakurai, we have a t r i p l e t  i 
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? o f  vector mesons coupled t o  the isotopic spin current and a singlet  
vector meson do coupled t o  the hypercharge current. 
pair of doublets M and E, strange vector mesons coupled t o  strangeness- 
changing currents tha t  are conserved when the mass differences are 
turned off.  There i s  only one coupling constant, i n  the symmetric 
l i m i t ,  f o r  the system of eight vector mesons. There i s  some experi- 
We also have a 
\ 
' I  
" \ / 
1 ,  
\ 
mental, evidence f o r  the existence of 0' and 14, while e i s  presumably 
the famous I = 1, J = 1, x-x resonance. 
A ninth vector meson coupled t o  the baryon current can be /'( 
accommodated naturally i n  the scheme. 
/ The most important prediction is the quali tative one that the /' 
eight baryons should all have the same spin and par i ty  and tha t  the $< "' 
pseudoscalar and vector mesons should- form "octets", with possible 
additional "singlets" . 
If the synmetry i s  not too badly broken in  the case of the 
renormalized coupling constants of the eight vector mesons, then 
numerous detailed predictions can be m a d e  of e,uperimental results. 
The mathematics of the unitary group i s  described by con- 
sidering three f i c t i t i o u s  "leptons", v ,  e - ,  and p-, which m a y  or 
may not have something t o  do with real leptons. If there i s  a con- 
nection, then it may throw l igh t  on the structure of the weak inter-  
actions . 
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I Introduction 
It has seemed l ike ly  f o r  many years tha t  the strongly interacting 
par t ic les ,  grouped as they are in to  isotopic multiplets, would show 
traces of a higher symmetry tha t  i s  somehow broken. 
symmetry, the eight familiar baryons would be degenerate and form a 
supermultiplet. 
would s p l i t  apart, leaving inviolate only the conservation of isotopic 
spin,of strangeness, and of baryons. 
partially broken by electromagnetism and the second i s  broken by the 
weak interactions. Only the conservation of baryons and of e lec t r ic  
charge are  absolute . 
Under the higher 
A s  the higher symmetry i s  broken, the z, A, Z, and N 
O f  these three, the f irst  i s  
An attempt "*) t o  i nco rp ra t e  these ideas in  a concrete model 
was the scheme of "global symmetrj", i n  trIiich the higher symmetry. was 
valid fo r  the interactions of the J[ meson, but broken by those of the 
K. The m s s  differences of the baryons were thus at t r ibuted t o  the K 
couplings, the symmetry of which vas unspecified, and the strength of 
which w a s  supposed t o  be significantv less than that of the d cou- 
plings 
The theory of global symmetry has not had great success i n  
predicting experimental resul ts .  Also, it has a number of defects. 
The peculiar distribution of isotopic multiplets among the observed 
mesons and baryons i s  l e f t  unexplained. 
(which arc not really particularly weak) bring in  several adjustable 
constants. Furthermore, as admitted i n  Reference 1 and reemphasized 
recently by Salrurai 334) i n  his  remarkable a r t i c l e s  predicting vector 
The arbi t rary I< couplings 
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mesons, the global model makes no d i rec t  connection between physical 
couplings and the currents of the conserved symmetry operators. 
,-- . 
In place of global symmetry, we introduce here a new model of \ 
1 
i 
the higher symmetry of elementary par t ic les  which has none of these 
faults and a number of virtues. 
-1 
We note that the isotopic spin group i s  the same as the group 
of a11 unitary 2x2 matrices with uni t  determinant. 
matrices can be writ ten as exp(iA), where h i s  a hermitian 2x2 
matrix. 
(s .y  those of Pauli) , therc are three components of the isotopic 
spin. 
Each of these 
Since there are three independent hermitian 2x2 matrices 
O u r  higher symmetry group i s  the simplest generalization of 
isotopic spin, namely the group of a l l  unitary 3x3 nzatrices with 
u n i t  determinant. There are eight independent t raceless  3x3 
matrices and consequently the new "unitary spin" has eight com- 
ponents. 
spin, the eighth i s  proportional t o  the hypercharge Y (which i s  
+1 f o r  N and K, -1 for  
remaining four are  strangeness-changing oFra tors .  
The first three are  just the components of the isotopic 
and z, 0 fo r  A, Z, JI, etc.), and the 
Just as isotopic spin possesses a three-dimensional repres- 
entation (spin 1) , so the "unitary spin" group has an eight-dimen- 
sional irreducible representation, which we shall c a l l  simply w 8. 
In our theory, the baryon supermqtfplet corresponds t o  t h i s  
representation. When the symmetry i s  reduced, then I and Y are 
.w 
s t i l l  conserved but the four other corflponents of unitary spin are  
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- not; the supermultiplet then breaks up in to  Z, Z, A, and N. 
the  dis t r ibut ion of multiplets and the nature of strangeness o r  
hypercharge are t o  some extent explained. 
Thus 
The pseudoscalar mesons are  a l so  assigned t o  the  representa- 
t ion  2. When the symmetry is  reduced, they become the multiplets K, 
K, I(, and X ,  where X i s  a neutral  isotopic s inglet  meson the exis- 
tence of which we predict. 
fundamental o r  as bound s ta tes ,  t h e i r  Yulcawa couplings i n  the l imi t  
of %nitary'' symmetry are describable i n  terms of only two coupling 
parameters . 
- 
Whether the PS mesons are regarded as 
The vector mesons are introduced i n  a very natural  way, by 
an extension of the gauge principle of Y a n g  and ~ i l l s ~ ) .  
we have a supermultiplet of eight mesons, corresponding t o  the 
representation - 8.
mass of these vector mesons "turned off", we have a completely 
gauge-invariant and minimal theory, jus t  l i ke  electromagnetism. 
When the mass i s  turned on, the gawe invariance i s  reduced (the 
gauge function may no longer be space-time-dependent) but the con- 
servation of unitary spin remains exact. 
mesons a re  the conserved currents of the eight components of the 
Here too 
I n  the l imi t  of unitary s-jmmetry and with the 
The sources of the vector 
6) unitary spin . 
l aen  the symmetry i s  re'duced, the eight vector mesons break 
up into a t r i p l e t  e (coupled t o  the still-conserved isotopic spin 
current) ,  a s inglet  w (coupled -Lo the  still-conserved hypercharge 
current) ,  and a pair of  doub1.e-t~ M and (coupled t o  a strangeness- 
-6- 
changing current that i s  no longer conserved). 
G, w e r e  both discussed by Sakurai. 
t i c a l  t o  the I = 1, J = 1, r[-r[ resonance postulated by Frazer and 
W c o 7 )  i n  order t o  explain the isovector electromagnetic form fac- 
tors of the  nucleon. The 0 meson i s  no doubt the same as the I = 1, 
J = 0 par t ic le  or  331 resonance predicted by Nambu') and l a t e r  by 
Chew') and others i n  order t o  explain the isoscalar form factors  of 
the nucleon. The strange meson M may be the same as the IC par t ic le  
observed by Alston e t  al. 
The par t ic les  4 and 
Tlie e meson i s  presumably iden- 
* 
10 1 . 
Thus we predict that the eight baryons have the same spin and 
W parity,  that K i s  pseudoscalar and tha t  X exis ts ,  tha t  e and 
ex i s t  with the properties assigned t o  them by Salturai, and tha t  M 
exists. But besides these qual i ta t i*  predictions there are a l so  
the many symmetry rules associated w i t h  the unitary spin. All of 
these are broken, though, by whatever destroys the unitary symmetry, 
and it i s  a del icate  matter t o  f ind  ways in  which -these e f fec ts  of 
a broken symmetry can be explored experimentally. 
Besides the eight vector mesons coupled t o  the unitary spin, 
there can be a ninth, which i s  invariant under unitary spin and i s  
thus not degenerate t r i t l i  the other eight,  even i n  the l i m i t  of 
unitary symmetry. We c a l l  t h i s  meson B . Presumably it exis t s  too 
and i s  coupled t o  the baryon current. It i s  the meson predicted by 
Teller'') and l a t e r  by Saliwai') and explains most of the hard-core 
repulsion between nucleons and the a t t rac t ion  between nucleons and 
antinucleons at short distances. 
0 
-7- 
- 
We begin our ex-position of the "eightfold my" i n  the next 
Section by discussing unitary symmetry using f i c t i t i o u s  "leptons" 
which my have nothing t o  do with r e a l  leptons but help t o  fix the 
physical ideas i n  a rathcr  graphic ~ ~ a y .  
between these "leptons" and the r e a l  ones, t ha t  would throw some 
l i g h t  on the weak interactions,  as discussed b r i e f ly  in  Section V I .  
If there i s  a pa ra l l e l  
Section I11 is devoted t o  the 8 representation and the baryons 
I 
and Section IV t o  the pseudoscalar mesons. 
the theory of 'che vector mesons. 
In  Section V we present 
The physical properties t o  be exrpected of the predicted 
mesons a re  discussed in  Section VII, along with a number of experi- 
ments that bear on those properties. 
In Section V I 1 1  we take up the vexed question of the broken 
s p n e t r y ,  how badly it i s  broken, and how we might succeed in  
t e s t ing  it. 
I1 The *'Leptons" as a Model f o r  U n i t a r y  Symmetry 
For the sake of a simple exposition, we begin our discussion 
of unitary symmetry with "leptons'P, although our theory really con- 
cerns the baryons and mesons and the strong interactions.  The par- 
t i c l e s  we consider here f o r  mathematical purposes do not necessarily 
have anything t o  do with r e a l  leptons, but there are some suggestive 
parallels. 
ant ipar t ic les .  The neutrino i s  t reated on the same footing as the 
other two, although experience suggests that if it is  t reated as a 
four-component Dirac f ie ld ,  only two of the components hsve phjwical 
We consider three leptons, v,  e - ,  and p-, and t h e i r  
interaction. 
coupled t o  the electron and the other t o  the muon.) 
(Furthermore, there may ex is t  two neutrinos, one 
As  far as we lmow, the e l ec t r i ca l  and weak interactions are  
absolutely spmnctrical between e- and p-, which are distinguished, 
however from V. 
the qysterious difference i n  t he i r  masses. 
a t t r ibu te  t h i s  difference t o  any interaction, nor shall we explain 
it i n  any way. 
one might have t o  consider a coupling tha t  becomes important only 
a t  exceedingly high energies and is ,  fo r  the time being, only of 
academic interest .)  We do, however, guess tha t  the p-e mass sp l i t -  
t ing  i s  related t o  the equally nysterious mechanism that breaks the 
unitary symmetry of the baryons and mesons and s p l i t s  the supermul- 
t i p l e t s  in to  isotopic multiplets. For practical  purposes, we shall 
put all of these sp l i t t ines  inko the mechanical masses of the par- 
t i c l e s  involved. 
The charged par t ic les  e- and p- are  separated by 
We shall not necessarily 
(E one i n s i s t s  on connecting it t o  an interaction, 
It is  well h o ~ m  that i n  present quantum electrodynamics, no 
one has succeeded i n  explaining the e-v mass difference as an electro- 
magnetic effect .  
origin, we shall proceed with o w  discussion as if  tha t  mass difference 
were "turned on" along w i t h  the charge of the electron. 
Without prejudice %o the question of i t s  physical 
If we now " turn  off'# the p-e mass difference, electromagnetism, 
and the weak interactions we are  l e f t  with a physically vacuous theory 
of three exactly similar Dirac par t ic les  with no r e s t  mass and no 
Imown couplings. This empty model i s  ideal  for  our rmthenmtical 
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purposes, harever, and i s  physically motivated by the analogy with 
the strongly interacting particles,  because it i s  a t  the correspon- 
ding stage of t o t a l  unitary symmetry that we sha l l  introduce the 
basic baryon mass and the strong interactions of baryons and mesons. 
The symmetric nmde l  i s ,  of course, invariant under a l l  unitary 
- 
transformtions on the three s ta tes ,  v ,  e , and p-. 
Let us first suppose for simplicity tha t  we had only two par- 
We can factor each unitary transformation uniquely t i c l e s  v and. e-. 
in to  one which multiplies both par t ic les  by the same phase factor  
and one (with determinant unity) which leaves invariant the product 
of the phase factors  of v and e - ,  Invariance under the first kind 
of transformation corresponds t o  conservation of leptons v and e-,  
It may be considered separately from invariance under the class  of 
transfomnations of the second kind (called by mathematicians the 
unitary unimoddar grouF i n  two dimensions). 
Each transformation of the first kind can be written as a 
matrix ei$l, where 1 is  the unit  2x2 mtrix. 
transformation i s  1 -k i(@)l and so the unit  nxi-l;rix i s  the inf in i -  
tesimal generator oT these transformations. The transformations of 
the second kind are  generated i n  the sane m y  by the three indepen- 
dent traceless 2x2 matrices, which may be taken t o  be the Lhree F’auli 
isotopic spin matrices T ~ ,  T ~ ,  7,. 
The infinitesimal 
I.Je thus have 
3 
as the general infktitesinial transfornation of the second kind. 
- 1-0 - 
Synmetrjr under a l l  the transformations of the seconci kind i s  the 
sane as s-pm-ky under T1, T 2 ,  T3, i n  other words charge indepen- 
dence o r  isotopic spin symmetry. The whole formalism of isotopic 
spin theory can then be constructed by considering the transfoma- 
t ion properties of t h i s  doublet or spinor ( v ,  e - )  and of more com- 
plicated objects tha t  transfoim l ike  combinations of two or mre 
such leptons. 
The Pauli matrices TlC are hermitial and obey the rules 
= 26ij 9 'IY Ti 7 
{Ti, Tj) = 2 G i j  1 B 
1Je now geiieralize the idea of isotopic spin by including the 
th i rd  object p-. Again ire factor the unitary transformations on 
the leptons into those which are Generated by the 3x3 unit  matrix 1 
(and which correspond t o  lepton conservation) and those that arc 
generated by the eLght independent t raceless  3x3 matrices (and which 
form the ''unitary unhodular group" i n  three dimensions). 
construct a typical  se t  of eight such matrices by analogy with the 
2x2 matrices of Pauli .  
Table I. 
We may 
We c a l l  then A1... and l i s t  them in  hs 
They are hcmiitian and havc the properties 
(2.3.) 
899 0-83 
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. 
where the fijlr are r e a l  and to t a l ly  antisymmetric l i ke  t h e  Kronecker 
symbols eijk of Eq. (2.2) , while the dijlr are r e a l  and t o t a l l y  sym- 
metric. These properties follotr from the equations 
~r hlC [hi, hj] = 4ifijk 
derived from (2.3) . 
The non-zero elements of fijlr and tiijl., are  given i n  Table I1 
f o r  our choice of h Even and odd permutations of the l i s t e d  in- io 
dices correspond t o  multiplication of f by +1 respectively and of i j l r  - 
The general infinitesimal transformation of the second kind 
is ,  of course, 
i 
A 
l + i C 6 d i  '2 
i 
(2.5) 
by analogy with (2.1) . Together w i t l i  conservation of leptons, in- 
variance under the eight n. corresponds t o  complete "unitary sym- 
metry" of the three leptons. 
1 
It will be noticed that hl, h2, an6 hg correspond t o  7 
f o r  v and e- and nothing for the muon. 
T 
and 7 Thus, if we ignore 
symmetry between (v, e') and the muon, we s t i l l  have conservation 
of isotopic spin. 
with A1, A2, and A 
diagonalize at most two A's a t  "ihe sane time and we have chosen 
1' 2' 
3 
We also have conservation of A , which comiutes 
\!e can 
8 
and i s  diagonal i n  OUT representation. 3 
them t o  be Ag (the th i rd  compncnt of  the ordinary isotopic spin) 
and As, which i s  l i ke  strangeness or hypercharge, since it d is t in-  
- 12- 
wishes  the isotopic s inglet  p- from the isotopic doublet ( v ,  e') 
and commutes with the isotopic spin. 
Now the turning-on of the muon mass destroys the symmetry 
under Ak, A,, AG, and A7 (i.e., under the "strangeness-changing" 
components of the "unitary spin") and leaves lepton number, "iso- 
topic spin", and "strangeness" conserved. 
interact ions (along w i t h  the electron mass) then break the conser- 
vation of hl and h2, leaving lepton number As, and strmgeness con- 
served. Final ly  the weak interactions allow the strangeness t o  be 
changed ( i n  muon decay) but continue t o  conserve the lepton number 
n and the e l e c t r i c  charge 1 
The electromagnetic 
where n 
and equals 1 for  v ,  e-, and p- (i.e,,  the matrix 1) . 
i s  the number of leptons minus the number of anti leptons d 
tJe see t h a t  the s i tuat ion i s  just what i s  needed f o r  the 
baryons and mesons. We t ransfer  the symrnetry under unitary spin t o  
them and assign them strong couplings and basic s-pnmetricalmasses. 
Then we turn  on the mass sp l i t t ings ,  and the syrmetry under the kth, 
Sth, 6th, and 7th components of the unitary spin i s  l i f t e d ,  leaving 
baryon mumber, strangeness, and isotopic spin conserved. Electro- 
magnetism destroys the symmetry under the 1st and 2nd components of 
the spin, and the weak interactions destroy strangeness conservation. 
Finally,  only charge and baryon number arc conserved. 
n 
-13- 
I11 Mathematical Description of the Baryons 
In the case of isotopic spin L*c I, we lrnow tha t  the various pos- 
sible charge multiplets correswnd t o  "irreducible representations" 
of the simple 2x2 matrix algebra described above fo r  ( v ,  e'). Each 
multiplet  has 21 + 1 components, vhere the quantum number I d is t in-  
guishes one representation from another 
1(1 c 1) of the  operator Z 1: , which 
ments of the isotopic spin group and i n  
3 
i =l 
3 
and t e l l s  us the eigenvalue 
commutes with a l l  the ele-  
p r t i c u l a r  with a l l  the 
infinitesimal group elements 1 + i z 6 d i  I ~ .  The operators Ii 
are represented, within the multiplet, by hermitian (21 + 1) x (21 + 1) 
matrices having the sane cormutation rules  
i =I. 
(3.1) 
as the 2,w2 matrices Ti/2. For the case of I = 1/2, we have just  
Ii = Ti/2 within the doublet. 
If we start with the doublet representation, we can bui ld  up 
a l l  the others by considering superps i t ions  of particles that trans- 
form l i ke  the or iginal  doublet. !Clius, the an t ipar t ic les  e+, -; also 
form a doublet. 
or f i e ld .  ) Taking 
dimensional representation for  which a l l  the Ii are zero. 
the  neutrino and electron e 
1- 
(Notice the minus sign on the antineutrino s t a t e  
+ -  - e e 4- vv , we obtain a singlet, that is ,  a one- 7
Calling 
with a = 1, 2, we can describe the a 
or ,  more concisely, ;e. m e  three components s inglet  by p eaea E 
+ 1 -  I 
of a t r i p l e t  can be formed by taking e v = 5 e(T1 - iT2)e, 
- 1- + -  - e e  - v v  1- 
7= p e T3 e ,  and ve = 5 e(T1 I- iT2)e. Rearranging 
these, we have just 
s ta tes ,  the 3x3 matrices 
given by 
7. e with j = 1, 2, 3. 
Iijk of the three components of l*r I are 
Among these three 
J 
1;" = - ieijlr (3.2) 
Now l e t  us generalize these familiar resu l t s  t o  the s e t  of 
three s t a t e s  v, e-, and p-. 
- A i  
11 t o  mean Ta .,tal etc.  
i = 1, 2,.....8, just as Ii = - The Fi axe 
the 8 components of the unitary spin opera torE in  t h i s  case and 
Call thein with a = 1, 2, 3 and use 
with For t h i s  system we define Fi = 
for isotopic spin. 2 
we sha l l  use the same notation i n  a11 representations. The first  
three components o f 2  are  ident ical  with the three components of 
the isotopic spin u I i n  a l l  cases, while F8 w i l l  a l w a y s  be fi times 
the hy-percharge Y ( l inear ly  related t o  t h e  strangeness). In 811 
representations, then, the components o f 2  w i l l  have the same com- 
mutation rules  
tha t  they do in  the simple lepton representation f o r  which 
Fi 
trace properties and anticommutation properties w i l l  not be the 
= Ai/2. (Compare the c o m t a t i o n  rules ' in  Eq. (2.3) .) The 
stme i n  a l l  representations any more than they are  for  &. 
t ha t  the rules (3.1) a re  just  a special case of (3.3) with indices 
1, 2, 3, since the f ' s  equal the e ' s  for these values of the indices. 
We see 
We m u s t  c a l l  at tention a t  t h i s  point t o  an important difference 
between unitary o r 2  spin and isotopic or L I spin. 
simple change of sign on y, we were able t o  construct from ea 
Whereas, with a 
- 
-15- 
a doublet transforming under L++. 1 just  l i ke  ea, we are not able t o  do 
the sme  thing f o r  the u1. F spin when we consider the three antileptons 
za compared t o  the three leptons Pa. True, the antileptons do give 
a representation %orz, but it is, i n  mathematical langmge, fnequi- 
valent t o  the lepton representation, even though it also has three 
dimensions. The reason i s  easy t o  see: when we go from leptons t o  
antileptons the  eigenvalues of the e l ec t r i c  charge, the th i rd  com- 
ponent of E, and thc lepton number a l l  change sign, and thus the 
eigenvalues of F8 change sign. 
fo r  leptons and so they are  a different se t  for antileptons and no 
similarity transformation crtn change one representation into the 
1 1 
Fp-' -2F '  ana 2 But they were 
other. We sha l l  re fe r  t o  the lepton representation as 5 and the 
I 
antilepton representabion as 2. 
Now l e t  us consider anothcr se t  of "particles" La transfor- 
ming exactly l ike  the leptons 
ant ipar t ic les  La' 
isotopic spin and the doublet e. 
,.d under uni'cary spin and take the i r  a: - 
Ve follo~.r  thc same procedure used above for the 
We f i r s t  construc.t the s t a t e  
- 
ee gave a one-djmensional represen- - 
T "  
E 1 or &xl. Just  as f l a a  
t a t i on  of I f o r  which a11 the I. were zero, so gives a one- 
dhensional  representation of rw F for  which a l l  the F i are zero. 
C a l l  t h i s  onc-dimensional rcyresenta-tion ..k 1. 
u 1 
- 
e 7  e 
with i = 1, 2, 3, Ire form 
These s ta tes  trcansfom under unitary 
,+ MOTJ, by anzloa- with - 
L hi] 
T-- with i = 1, 2, . *. . .8. 
spin P l ike  an irreducible representation of dimension 8, which Ire 
shall c a l l  8. of the 
c-r 
j lc In  t h i s  representation, the 8x8 matrices Fi 
-16- 
eight camponents Fi of the unitary spin are given by the  re lat ion 
F F  = -ifijk , (3.4) 
analogous t o  Eq. (3.2) . 
When we formed an isotopic t r i p l e t  frm two isotopic doublets, 
i n  the discussion Ereceding Eq. (3.2) , we had t o  consider l inear  cam- 
binations of the -+ i n  order t o  get simple states with definite e~ e 
e lec t r ic  charges, e tc .  We must do the same here. U s i n g  the symbol - 
for "transforms like", we define 
z+ - 5 1 -  L(hl - i h p  
1- z- - 5 L(hl f ih*)A. 
- D'v 
4- - Q0v - D c! - 7-- 
The most graphic description of w h a t  we a re  doing is given i n  the 
last column, where we have introduced the notation Do, D', and S' 
f o r  the z par t ic les  analogous'to the 2 part ic les  7, e', and p 4- 
respectively. 
t o  isotopic spin. Using the last  column, it is easy t o  see tha t  the 
D stands fo r  doublet and S f o r  singlet with respect 
-17- 
isotopic spins, e l ec t r i c  charges, and hypercharges of the multiplets 
are  exactly as we are accustaned t o  think of them f o r  the baryons 
l i s t e d ,  
We say, therefore, tha t  the eight known baryons form one 
degenerate supermultiplet with respect t o  unitary spin. 
introduce a perturbation that transforms l i k e  the p-e mass difference, 
the supermultiplet w i l l  break up in to  exactly the known multiplets. 
(Of course, D w i l l  s p l i t  from S a t  the sane t h e  as e-, v from p-.) 
l aen  we 
O f  course, another type of baryon i s  possible, namely a sin- 
g l e t  neutral  one that transforms l ike h x A e  If such a par t ic le  
ex is t s ,  it ma;y be very heavy and highly unstable. A t  the  moment, 
there i s  no evidence f o r  it. 
We s h a l l  a t tach no physical s ignif icmce t o  the A? and 
"particles" out of which we ham constructed the baryons. The dis- 
cussion up t o  t h i s  point is  rea l ly  jus t  a mathematical introduction 
t o  the properties of unitary spin. 
IV Pseudoscalar Mesons 
TIJe have supposed that the baryon fields N transform like an 3 
octe t  8 under F, so tha t  the matrices of F f o r  the baryon fields are 
given by Eq. (3.4) . 
Lrr * - 
We now demand tha t  a l l  mesons transform under 
i n  such a wa.y as t o  have - F-invariant strong couplings. If the 8 
mesons r( 
NQ N fo r  some matrices Qi, and we must investigate how such b i l inear  
f o m  transform u n d e r  F. 
are  t o  have Yukawa  couplings, they m u s t  be coupled t o  i - 
i 
h 
-18- 
I n  mathematical langua.ge, what we have done i n  Section I11 i s  
t o  look at the d i rec t  product n . . h  3 x 3 of the representations 2 and 
and t o  f ind  that it reduces t o  the d i rec t  sum o f 2  and. A. 
f i e d s  with the baryons and, for the t i m e  being, dismissed * 1.
we must now do i s  t o  look a t  E x 2. 
actually 
W e  identi-  
what 
Now it i s  easy t o  shuw that 
i s  equivalent t o  2; t h i s  i s  unlike the s i tuat ion f o r  2 
and 5. 
disposed about zero i n  the & representation.) So the antibaryons 
transform essent ia l ly  l i ke  the baryons and we must reduce out the 
d i r ec t  product x 5. Standard group theory gives the result 
(We note t h a t  the values of Y, Ig, Q, e tc  . 'are syrmnetrically 
where vu 3 = g7 (this can happn only vhen .I,hc dbension is  the cube 
of an integer) . The representation 2 breaks up, when mass differ- 
ences are turned on, into an isotopic sin~lel;, t r i p l e t ,  and quintet  
with Y = 0, a doublet and a quartet  with Y := 1, a doublet and a 
quartet  w i t h  Y = -1, a t r ip l e t  w i t h  Y = 2, and a t r i p l e t  w i t h  
Y = -2. 
in to  a t r i p l e t  w i t h  Y = 0, a doublet w i t h  Y = -1, a quartet  with 
Y = -1-1, and a singlet  with Y = 4-2. The conjugate representation 
"he representation L O  breaks up, 1,mder the same conditions, 
looks the sane, of course, but with equal and opposite values of Y. 
None of these much resembles the pattern of the knuwn mesons. 
The 2 representation, occurring twice, loolrs jus t  the  same 
f o r  mesons as for baryons and i s  very suggestive of the known R, K, 
md 3 mesons plus one more neutral  pseudoscalar meson with I = 0, 
-19- 
Y = 0, which corresponds t o  A i n  the baryon case. 
meson 2’ and suppose it exis ts ,  w i t h  a fairly low mass. Then we 
have ident i f ied the known pseusoscalar mesons with an octet  under 
unitary symmetry, jus t  l i ke  the baryons. 
10, and 27 may also correspond t o  mesons, even pseudoscalar ones, 
but presumably they l i e  higher i n  mass, some or  a l l  of them perhaps 
so high as t o  be plqwically meaningless. 
k t  us c a l l  t h i s  
The representations IHI 1, LO, 
- 
Au .cl) 
To describe the eight pseudoscalar mesons as belonging t o  
u 8, we put (very much as i n  (3.5)) 
XP 
+ 
51 
- 
x 
0 
51 
K+ 
P h 
and we lmaw then 
jus t  the same as 
To couple 
tha t  the matrices o f 2  connecting the 
jk - those connecting the N namely F i - 
the 8 mesons invariantly t o  8 baryons 
3’ 
we m u s t  have a coupling 
2ig0N Y ~ Q ~ N ~ ~  
I[. are 
3 
(4 3) 
-20- 
f o r  which the re la t ion  
LFi '  '3) = ifi.Jk 'k (4.4) 
holds. Now the  double occurrence of 2 i n  Eq. (4.1) assures us 
that there are two 
ing (4.4). One of 
selves. It is  not 
independent s e t s  of eight 8x8 matrices Qi obey- 
these sets evidently consists of the Fi them- 
hard t o  f ind  the other set if we go back t o  the 
commutators and anticomutators of the A matrices i n  the 2 repres- 
entation (Eq. (2.3)). Just  as we formed F:' = -ifijk, we define 
D F  = dijk (4.5) 
and it i s  easy t o  show tha t  the D's also satis@ Eq. (4.4). W e  
r e c a l l  that where the F matrices are  imaginary am3 a n t i s - m e t r i c  
with respect t o  the basis we have chosen, the D's are r e a l  and 
symmetric . 
Now w h a t  i s  the physical difference between coupling the 
pseudoscalar mesons fli by means of Di and by means of Pi? 
i n  the symmetry under the o p r a t i o n  
It l ies  
R: 
which i s  not a member of the unitary group, but a kind of ref lec-  
tion. 
of the second, f i f t h ,  and seventh part ' icles; we note that h2, A, 
and A, are jmaginary while the others are real .  From Table I1 we 
I n  the language of Ni, we may sqy that R changes the sign 
can see tha t  under these sign changes fijlr i s  odd and dijk even. 
-21- 
It my be tha t  i n  the 1hit of unitary symmetry the coupling 
of the pseudoscalar mesons is i n v a r i a t  under R as well as the mi- 
t a r y  group. 
and the D coupling or  e lse  the minus sign and the F coupling. 
two possible coupling patterns are  l i s t e d  i n  Table III. 
In that case, we choose ei ther  the plus sign in  (4.6) 
The 
If only one of the patterns is picked out (case of R-invariance) 
it is presumably the D coupling, since tha t  gives a l w g e  k 2  inter-  
action (while the F coupling gives none) and the k Z  interaction is 
the best  wqy of explaining the binding of A part ic les  i n  hyprnuclei .  
In general, we may write the Yukawa coupling (whether funda- 
mental or  phenomenological, depending on whether the xi are elemen- 
tary or not) i n  the form 
Lint = 2ig0 5 ys PDi + (1 - a) Fi] N fii . (4.7) 
We note that i n  no' case i s  it possible t o  make the couplings 
AKlY and CI(N both nuch smaller than the NfiN coupling. Since the 
evidence f r o m  photo-K production s e e m s  ,bo indicate smaller effective 
coupling constants for  AKN and ZKN than for NxN (indeed tha t  w a s  the 
basis of the global symmetry scheme) we m u s t  conclude that OUT sym- 
metry i s  f a i r l y  badly broken. We shall return t o  that question i n  
Section VLI. 
A simple way  t o  read off the numerical factors  in Table 111, 
as well as those in  Table IV f o r  the vector mesons, is  t o  refer  t o  
the chart i n  Table V, which gives the transformation properties of 
mesons a i d  baryons i n  terms of the conceptual 
particles" of Section 111. 
and "L 
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An interest ing remark about the baryon mass differences may 
If we assume that they transform, l ike  the be added a t  this  point. 
p-e mass difference, t ha t  i s ,  l i ke  the 8th component of the unitary 
spin, then there are only two possible mass-difference matrices, 
F and D8. That gives rise t o  a sum rule  f o r  baryon masses: 8 
which is  very w e l l  s a t i s f i ed  by the observed masses, much be t t e r  
than the corresponding sum ru le  f o r  global symmetry. 
There is no par t icular  reason t o  believe, however, t ha t  the 
analogous sum miles for mesons are obeyed. 
V Vector Mesons 
The possible transformation properties of the vector mesons 
under F are  the sane as thdse we have already examined i n  the 
L 
pseudoscalar case, Again it seem tha t  fo r  low mass s t a t e s  we can 
safely ignore the representations g7, 10, and 10. 
1 and the two cases of &. 
We are l e f t  with 
LM - 
CL- 
A vector meson transforming according t o  1 would have Q = 0, 
H 
I = 0, Y = 0 and would be coupled t o  the t o t a l  baryon current 
i j y  N, which i s  exactly conserved. 
be of great importance. 
Such a meson mqy well ex i s t  and 
IJ. 
The poss ib i l i ty  of i t s  existence has been 
envisaged f o r  a long time. 
We r e c a l l  t ha t  the conservation of baryons i s  associated 
with the invariance of the theory under infinitesimal transformations, 
-23- 
where is  a constant. This i s  gauge-invariance of the f i rs t  kind. 
We mqy ,  however, consider the possibi l i ty  that there i s  a lso gauge 
invariance of the second kind, as discussed by Yang and k e  12) 
Then we could make 8 a function of space-time. I n  the free baryon 
t h i s  would produce a new term 
(5.3) 
which can be cancelled only if  there ex is t s  a neutral  vector meson 
f i e l d  Ba coupled t o  the current N y z :  
and which undergoes the gawe transformation 
13 a --3 Ba + l/fo A a  E (5 5) 
A s  Yang and k e  pointed out, such a vector meson i s  massless 
and if it existed with any qp rec i ab le  coupling constant, it trould. 
simulate a ldnd of anti-gravity, fo r  baryons but not leptons, tha t  
i s  contradicted by experiment. 
We may, however, take the  p i n t  of view that there are vector 
mesons associated with a gauge-invariant Iagrangian plus a mass term, 
which breaks t h e  gauge invariance of the second kind while leaving 
inviolate the gauge invariance of -  the f irst  kind and the conservation 
cs 
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l aw.  
War@14), and others, but p t i c u l a r l y  i n  th i s  connection by Sakurai 
Such s i tuat ions have been t reated by Glashow15), Sal= and 
3) 
The vector meson transforming according t o  lwould  then be of 
w 
such a Irind. 
notion t h a t  such a meson ma;y be quite heavy and very strongly coupled, 
Teller’’), Sakurai’), and others have discussed the 
binding b q o n s  and anti-baryons together t o  make the pseudoscalar 
mesons according t o  the compound model of Fermi and Yang”). We 
sha l l  leave t h i s  possibi l i ty  open, but not consider it fur ther  here. 
If it is  r ight ,  then the Yukawa couplings (4.7) must be t reated RS 
phenomenological rather than fundamental; from an inmediate pract ical  
point of view, it may not make much difference. 
We go on t o  consider the 2 representation. An octet  of vector 
mesons would break up into an isotopic doublet with Y = 1, which we 
shall c a l l  M (by analogy with K -- the sTymbol L is  already used t o  
mean n or  p); the corresponding doublet % ansllogous t o  E; a t r i p l e t  
e with Y = 0 analogous t o  n; and a singlet  0’ with Y = 0 analogous 
t o  xu. 
* 
We may tentat ively identify EI w i t h  the K reported by Alston 
e t   EL^..^^) a t  884 Nev with a width = 15 MeV for  break-up in to  
It + IC. Such a narrow width certainly points i o  a vector rather than 
a scalar s ta te .  
has proposed, with the I = 1, J = 1, n-n resonance discussed by 
Frazer and FLilco7) i n  connection w i t h  the electromagnetic structure 
of the nucleon. The existence of do has been postulated fo r  simi- 
lar reasons by Natnbuo), Chew’), and others. 
The vector meson c may be identified,  as Salwai 
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In principle,  we have a choice again between couplings of the  
D and the  F type f o r  the vector meson octet .  
t i on  which i s  the  more reasonable theory. 
current of t he  F-spin f o r  baryons and i n  the U n i t  of unitary sym- 
metry the t o t d  F spin current is  exact- conserved. 
t i on  of the strangeness-changing currents, those of F4, F5, "6,  and 
F7, is broken by the  mass differences, the conservation of F2 w d  
F, by electramagnetism, and that of F3 and F8 separately by the weak 
interactions.  
But there i s  no ques- 
"he current 6% .y$ i s  the 
Lw LAI 
J 
(The conserva- 
3 
Of course, the current of the e l ec t r i c  charge 
W 
Q = e(F3 4- $ (5.6) 
i s  exactly conserved. 1 
Sakurai has already suggested tha t  i s  coupled t o  the iso- 
topic spin current and 0 t o  the hy-percharge current. 
addition that the  strange vkctor mesons 11 are  coupled t o  the strange- 
ness-changing components of the F spin current and that the whole 
system i s  completely invariant under x b e f o r e  the mass-differences 
have been turned on, so that the three coupling constants (suitably 
defined) are  approximately equal even i n  the presence of the mass 
differences. 
tJe propose i n  
NOIT the vector mesons themselves carry F spin and therefore 
contribute t o  the current which is t h e i r  source. 
s t ruct ing a nonlinear theory of this kind has been completely solved 
i n  the case of isotopic spin by Yang and Mills 
W e  have only t o  generalize t h e i r  r e su l t  (for three vector mesons) t o  
the case 
The problem of con- 
5) and by Shaw . 
of F spin and eight vector mesons. 
-26- 
\le may remark parenthetically that the Yang-Mills theory is  
irreducibl-e, in the sense that a l l  the 3 vector mesons are coupled 
t o  one another inextricably. 
by adjoining other, independent vector mesons l i k e  the f ie ld  Ba dis- 
cussed earlier i n  connection w i t h  the baryon current, 
interest ing mathematical problem t o  find the set of all irreducible 
Yang-Mills t r icks .  Glashow and the authorlG) have shown that the 
problem is the same as that of finding a l l  the simple Lie algebras, 
one that was solved long ago by the mathematicians. 
We may always make a "reducible" theory 
It is an 
The possible 
dimensions a re  3, 8, 10, 14, 15, 21, and so forth.  
zation of the Y a n g - M i l l s  t r i c k  i s  the simplest one possible. 
Our generali- 
But l e t  us "return t o  our sheep", i n  this case the 8 vector 
mesons. We first construct a compTetc-ly gauge-invariant theory and 
then add a mass term f o r  the mesons. J e t  us c a l l  the eight f i e l d s  
, just as we denoted the eight pscudoscalar f i e l d s  by flL* We (? ia 
may think of the NiJ the fii, and the pi, as vectors i n  an 
8-dimensional space, 
time conipnents of a vector f ie ld . )  
(The index Q here refers t o  tk four space- 
) 
We use our t o t a l l y  antisym- 
metric tensor fijk t o  define a cross product 
(,A x - f i j k  Aj Blr . (5.7) 
The gauge transformation of the second kind analogous t o  Eqs,  (5.1) 
and (5.5) is performed w i t h  an eight-component gauge function #: 
(rr 
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We have included the pseudoscalar meson f i e l d  f o r  completeness, 
t rea t ing  it as elementary. 
b l e  n-R couplings i n  what follows, since they are not relevant and 
We sha l l  not write the n-N and possi- 
m y  simply' be added i n  a t  the end. "he bare coupling parameter i s  yo* 
We define gauge-covariant f i e l d  strengths by the relat ion 
and the gauge-invariant Lagrangian ( to  which a common vector meson 
mass term is  presumably added) i s  simply 
"here are  t r i l i n e a r  and quaihilinear interactions amongst the vec- 
t o r  mesons, as usual, and also trilinearr and quadrilinear couplings 
with the pseudoscalar mesons. A l l  these, along with the basic cou- 
pling of vector mesons t o  the baryons, are characterized i n  the 
l i m i t  of no mass differences by the single coupling parameter yo. 
The symmetrical couplings of $a t o  the b i l inear  currents of baryons 
and pseudoscalar mesons are l isted i n  Table IV. 
s h a l l  use them t o  predict a number of approximate relat ions among 
experimental quantit ies relevant t o  the vector mesons. 
In  Section V I I ,  we 
A s  i n  the case of the pseudoscalar couplings, the various 
-28- 
vector couplings w i l l  have somewhat different  strengths when the 
mass differences are included, and some couplings which vanish i n  
(5.10) w i l l  appear with small coefficients. 
experimental renormalized coupling constants (evaluated a t  the 
physical masses of the vector mesons) we s h a l l  Use the notation 
ym, 7mQ , e tc .  
that do not vanish are  equal. 
Thus, i n  referr ing t o  
In  the l i m i t  of unitary symmetry, a l l  of these 
V I  Weak Interactions 
So far the role  of the leptons i n  unitary symmetry has been 
purely symbolic. Although we introduced a mathematical F spin f o r  
v ,  e-, and p-, t ha t  spin i s  not coupled t o  the eight vector mesons 
that take up the F spin gauge f o r  baqrons and mesons. 
it seriously a t  al l ,  we should probably regard it as a different  
If we take 
spin, but one with the same mathematical properties. 
Let us make another point, which may seem irrelevant but pos- 
sibly i s  not. The photon and the charge operator to which it is 
coupled have not so far been expl ic i t ly  included i n  our scheme. 
They m u s t  be put i n  as an afterthought, along with the corresponding 
gauge transformation, which was the  model fo r  the mre peculiar 
gauge transformations we have treated.  If the weak interactions are  
carried17) by vector bosons Xa and generated by a gauge transform- 
tion18’19) of t h e i r  own, then these bosons and gauges have been 
ignored as well. Such considerations might cause us, Y f  we are i n  
a highly speculative frame of  mind, to wonder about the possibi l i ty  
t ha t  each kind of interaction has i t s  own type of gauge and i t s  own 
-29- 
s e t  of vector par t ic les  and tha t  the algebraic properties of these 
gauge transformations confl ic t  with one another. 
When we d r a w  a parallel between the "F spin" of leptons and 
the F spin of baryons and mesons, and when we discuss the weak in te r -  
actions a t  a l l ,  we are exploring phenomena tha t  transcend the scheme 
we are using. Everything we say i n  t h i s  Section m u s t  be regarded as 
highly tentat ive and useful only i n  laying the groundwork fo r  a pos- 
s ib le  future theory. 
of the mathematics i n  Sections I1 and 111. 
"he same i s  true of any physical interpretation 
We sha l l  r e s t r i c t  our discussion t o  charge - exchange weak 
currents and then only t o  the vector p r t .  A complete discussion of 
the  axial vector weak currents may involve more complicated concepts 
and even new mesons2o) (scalar and/oF axia l  vector) Lying very high 
in  energy, 
The vector weak current of the leptons is  ju s t  vyae + Ty& . 
If we look a t  the abstract scheme f o r  the baryons i n  Eq. (3 .5 ) ,  we 
see tha t  a baryon current w i t h  the same transfornation properties 
under F would consist of two parts:  one, analogous t o  v y  e,  would 
have 
would have I A L l  = 1/2 and AS/AQ = +1. These properties are exactly 
the ones we are accustomed t o  associate with the weak interactions of 
a 
I = 1 and AS = 0, while the other, analomus t o  T y 2  , 
baryons and mesons. 
Now the same kind of current we have taken f o r  the leptons 
can be assigned t o  the conceptualbosons L of Section 111. 
it t o  be of the same strength. Then, depending on the relat ive sign 
Suppose 
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of the lepton and Lweak currents, the matrices i n  the baryon system 
may be F’s or  D ’ s .  
Suppose, in the  A S  = 0 case, the re la t ive  sign i s  such as t o  
give F. Then the resul t ing current is just one component of the 
isotopic spin current; and the same residt w i l l  hold f o r  Mesons. 
Thus we w i l l  have the conserved vector current t ha t  has been pro- 
posed’’l) t o  explain the lack of renormalization of the Fermi constant, 
In the AS = 1 case, by taking the same sign, we could get the 
almost-conserved strangeness-changing vector current, the current of 
Further speculations along these l ines  might lead t o  a theory 
21) of the weak interactions . 
VI1 Properties of the New Mesons 
The theory we have sketched i s  f a i r l y  sol id  only i n  the realm 
of the strong interactions,  and we s h a l l  r e s t r i c t  our discussion of 
predictions t o  the interactions among baryons and mesons. 
We predict the existence of 8 baryons w i t h  equal spin and 
Likewise, given 
u pari ty  following the pattern of N, A, C, and Z. 
the x and i t s  coupling constant, we predict a pseudoscalar K and a 
new part ic le ,  the Xo, both coupled ( in  the absence of mass differ- 
ences) as i n  Eq. (4.7), and we predict  pion couplings t o  hyperons as 
i n  the same equation. 
Now i n  the l imit  of unitary symmetry an encrmous number of 
selection and intensi ty  rules appl;y. For example, f o r  the reactions 
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PS meson 4- baryon 4 PS meson + baqon,  there are only 7 independent 
amplitudes. 
However, the apparent smallness of gl/h f o r  N@ and N U  compwed t o  
NnN indicates that unitary symmetry is  badly broken, assundng that 
it i s  valid a t  al l .  
predictions f o r  t e s t s  of the theory; i n  Section VI11 we take up the 
question of how quantitative tes t ing  may be possible. 
Lilrewise, baryon-baryon forces are highly symmetric. 
2 
We must thus rely principally on qualitative 
The most clear-cut new prediction for  the pseudoscalar mesons 
is  the existence of Xo, which should decay in to  2y l i k e  the no, 
unless it i s  heavy enough t o  yield flf + n- + y with appreciable 
probability. 
state.) 
suff ic ient ly  heavy x", the decay X0*4x i s  possible, but 
ha;mpered by centrifugal bar r ie rs  . 
( In  the l a t t e r  case, we must have (n'n') i n  an odd 
xo'3n i s  forbidden by conservation of I and C. For a 
Now we turn t o  the vcctor mesons, with coupling pattern as 
given i n  Table IV. 
sumably ident ical  with the resonance of Frazer and Fulco, and the 
0 meson, coupled t o  the hypercharge. 
&range vector meson M, which may be the same as the K of Alston 
e t  al. 
We predict, l ike  Sakurai, the  e meson, pre- 
In  addition, we predict the  
SC 
Some of these are unstable with respect t o  the strong in te r -  
actions and t h e i r  physical coupling constants t o  the decay products 
are  given by the decay widths. Thus, fo r  M 3 K  I- n, we have 
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where k i s  the momentum of one of the decay mesons. We 
course, a cos 9 angular d,stribution r e l a t ive  t o  the p 2 
expect, of 
l a r iza t ion  
+ of M and a charge r a t i o  of 2:l i n  favor of f + A or K+ + A-. 
For the I = 1, J = 1, fi-r[ resonance we have the decw e 3 2 A  
with width 
2 
U s i n g  a value m = 4.5 m' YT , we would have f x mn & and agreement 
with the theory of Bowcock e t  a ~ ~ )  would require a value of Y2 
4 
of the order of 2/3. 
really around 880 MeV, then Eq. (7.1) y ie lds  fM % 2;; **50 MeV. 
If the width i s  around 15 Mev, then the two values of 
cer ta inly of the same order. 
If ,  now, we assume that the  mass of M is 
2 
Y are  
We can obtain information about vector coupling constants i n  
several other ways. 
the Y of U s t o n  e t  a1.22) (at 1380 MeV with decay Y +n + A) i s  
a bound s t a t e  of 
of W and e ,  then with simple Schr$dinger theory we can roughly 
estimate the relevant coupling strengths . 
If we assume, with Salrurai and D a l i t z ,  t ha t  
3c * 
and N i n  a potential  associated'with the exchange 
In the Schrgdinger 
approximation (which i s  fairly bad, of course) we have the potent ia l  
(7.3) 
If 0 has a mass of around 400 MeV (as suggested by the isoscalar 
form factor  of the nucleon) then the right binding resu l t s  with both 
-33- 
2 & of the order of 213. 
A most important result follows i f  t h i s  analysis has any ele- 
ment of t ruth,  since the singlet  potential  is 
-mer 
-3+% y” yJsK . ( 7  *4) -w y ~ t u ” ~ o  e 4lr r V(sing1et) = -3 
Y 
A singlet version of Y should ex is t  considerably below the energy 
Y * 
of Y itself. C a l l  it Ys. 
so, it i s  metastable and decays primarily into A + y ,  since A c n 
i s  forbidden by charge independence. Thus Ys is  a fake Zo, with 
I = 0 and different  mass, and may have caused some d i f f icu l ty  i n  
experiments involving the production of Zo a t  high energy. 
because of level s h i f t s  due t o  absorption, Ys i s  not very far below 
3c 3c 
Y , then it should be detectable i n  the same way as Y ; one should 
If it i s  bound by mre than 100 MeV or 
* 
If, 
3c 
observe i t s  decay into rl c Z. 
-% * 
Bound systems l ike  Y and Ys should occur not only for & 
but also f o r  IE. 
the same thing.) 
( In  the Umit of unitary symmetry, these come t o  
The vector coupling constants occur a lso i n  several important 
poles. 
unless we perfom ananalyt ic  continuation of the scattering amplitude 
onto a second sheet, i n  which case they become poles a t  complex 
(For the unstable mesons, these are of course not t rue  poles, 
-34- 
energies; they behave almost l i ke  t rue poles, however, when the 
widths of the vector meson states are  small.) There i s  the pole 
a t  q2 = -51 i n  the  reactions x- c p + A  $. f and n- c p 4 C  3. K; 
a peaking of K i n  the forward direction has already been 
i n  some of these reactions and should show up at high energies in 
a l l  of them. 
K +  N 4 M  -t N should be observable at  high energies and i ts  strength 
can be predicted d i r e c t w f r o m  the width of M. 
2 
observed 
2 Ukewise the pole at  q2 = -m i n  the reaction 
Yt  
In  the reactions 
II c EJ-A $. M and x c N+E: + M 
measurement of i t s  strength can 
gKA/4n and &/4n for  the K 
In nN scattering, we can 
2 2 , there i s  a pole at  q 
determine the coupling constants 
me son 
measure the  pole due t o  exchange 
= -% and 
of the e meson. In  IQ? and %I scat'tering, there are poles from 
the  exchange of e and of w ;  these can be separated since only 
the former occurs i n  the charge-exchange reaction. I n  NN scat ter ing 
w i t h  charge-exchange, there i s  a e meson p l e  i n  addition t o  the 
fztmiliar pion pole. Without charge exchange, the s i tuat ion i s  
t e r r ib ly  complicated, since there are poles from x, ?,a,%, and B. 
When the pole term includes a baryon vertex f o r  the emission 
or  absorption of a vector meson, we must remember tha t  there i s  a 
''strong magnetic" term analogous t o  a Pau l i  moment as well as the 
renormalized vector meson coupling constant. 
In a relat ively short time, we should have a considerable 
body of information about the vector mcsons. 
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V I I I  Violations of Unitary Symme t r y  
We have mentioned that within the unitary scheme there is  no 
way tbt the  coupling constants of K t o  both 
much smaller than 15, except through large violations of the symmetry. 
Yet experiments on photoproduction of K par t ic les  seem t o  point t o  
such a situation. Even if unitary symmetry ex i s t s  as an underlying 
pattern,  whatever mechanism is  responsible f o r  the mass differences 
apparently produces a wide spread among the renormalized coupling 
constants as well. It is  true that the binding of A par t ic les  i n  
hy-pernuclei indicates a rm& coupling of the same order of magnitude 
as the nNN coupling, but the anomalousJy small renormalized con- 
s tan ts  of t h e  K meson indicate that a quantitative check of unitary 
eqymmetry will be very d i f f i cu l t .  
and NZ can both be 
What about the vector mesons? k t  us discuss f irst  the e 
and W f i e lds ,  which are  coupled t o  conserved currents. For typical  
couplings of these fields, we have the relat ions 
etc .  
duct of the bare constant, a vacuum polarization renormalization 
factor ,  and a squared form factor  evaluated at zero momentum trans- 
fe r .  
Here each renormalized coupling constant is  writ ten as a pro- 
The point i s  that at  zero momentum transfer  there i s  nc vertex 
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renormalization because the source currents are conserved. To check, 
f o r  example, the hypothesis t ha t  e i s  really. coupled t o  the isotopic 
2 spin current, we m u s t  check tha t  yo i n  (8.1) is  t h e  same as 7: i n  
(8.2). We can measure (say by "pole experhnents" and by the width 
of the x-x resonance) the renormalized constants on the l e f t ,  The 
quantit ies v.? are of the order unity i n  any case, and t h e i r  r a t i o s  
can be measured by studying electromagnetic form factors  23 1 . 
The experimental check of "universality" between (8.1) and 
(8.2) i s  thus possible, but that t e s t s  only the part of the theory 
already Tyroposed by Sakurai, the coupling of e t o  the isotopic spin 
current. To test  unitary symmetry, we m u s t  compare (8.2) and (8.3); 
but then the r a t i o  Z3(r)/Z3(0) comes i n  t o  plague LIS. We m y  hope, 
of course, t h a t  t h i s  r a t io  i s  se f i c ikn tky  close t o  unity t o  make 
the agreement s t r iking,  but we wduld l i ke  a better way of tes t ing  
unitary syrmltetry- quantitatively. 
When we consider the M meson, the s i tuat ion i s  worse, since 
the source current of M i s  not conserved i n  the presence of the 
m a s s  differences. 
malization factor  t ha t  complicates the comparison of coupling 
For each coupling of M, there i s  a vertex renor- 
strengths. 
An interest ing possibi l i ty  a r i s e s  i f  the vector charge - 
exchange weak current i s  rea l ly  given i n  the /AS ( = 1 case by the 
current of F4 - c IF5 jus t  as it i s  thought t o  be given i n  the  
AS = 0 case by that of F1 - 3- iF2 (the conserved current) and i f  the 
-37- 
AS = 0 and IASI = 1 currents are of equal strength, l i ke  the e v  
and pv currents , 
malization fac tors  tha t  m u s t  be related t o  the  vertex renormaliza- 
t i o n  fac tors  f o r  the M meson, since the source currents are  assumed 
Then the leptonic \ A S  1 = 1 decays show renor- 
t o  be the same, 
tons then indicates a renormalization factor ,  i n  the square of the 
amplitude, of the order of 1/29. 
and Z-+ n + leptons, both vector and axial vector currents appear 
t o  be renormalized by comparable factors.  
The e q m 5 m n t a l  evidence on the decay K J x  4- lep- 
I n  the decays A + p f leptons 
The width for  decay of M in to  K + fl, if  it i s  really about 
15 Mev, indicates t ha t  the renormalized coupling constant yKxM/4fl 
i s  not m c h  smaller than y2 /4n x 2/5 and so there i s  a t  present 
no sign of these small factors  i n  the coupling constants of Ma 
It w i l l  be interesting, however, t o  see what the coupling constant 
7m/4" comes out, as determined from the pole i n  II- f p + A  f 8. 
We have seen tha% the prospect i s  ra ther  gloomy for  a quan- 
2 
e -
2 
t i t a t i v e  t e s t  of unitary symmetry, o r  indeed of any proposed higher 
oqymmetry tha t  i s  broken by mass differences o r  strong interactions. 
The best  hope seems t o  l i e  i n  the poss ib i l i ty  of d i rec t  study of 
the r a t io s  of bare constants i n  experiments involving very high 
energies and momentum transfers,  much larger  than a l l  masses 
However, the theoret ical  work on this subject i s  res t r ic ted  t o  
r e n o m l i z a b l e  theories, A t  present, theories of the Yang-Mills 
type with a mass do not seem t o  be r e n ~ r m a l i z a b l e ~ ~ ) ,  and no one 
knows how t o  improve the s i tuat ion,  
24 ) . 
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It is i n  any case an impr tan t  challenge t o  theoreticians t o  
It may be useful construct a satisfactory theory of vector mesons. 
t o  remark tha t  the d i f f icu l ty  i n  Yaw-Mills theories i s  caused by 
the mass. 
the f irst  kind. 
that produces the violation of symmetry. 
pion masses break the consermtion of any axia l  vector current i n  
the theory of weak interactions. It mqy  be that a new approach t o  
the rest masses of elementary par t ic les  can solve many of our pre- 
sent theoret ical  problems. 
It is a l so  the mass which spoils the gauge invariance of 
Likewise, as i n  the p-e case, it may be the mass 
Similarly, the nucleon and 
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TABLE I. 
A Set of Matrices Ai. 
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TABLE 11. 
Non-zero elements of fijk and dijk. The fijk are  odd under 
permutations of any two indices while the d i j k  are even. 
i j k  
123 
147 
156 
246 
257 
345 
367 
458 
678 
i3k 
118 
146 
157 
228 
247 
256 
338 
344 
355 
366 
37 7 
4-48 
558 
668 
778 
888 
Yukawa interactions of pseudoacalar mesons with baryons, 
assuming pure coupling through D. 
- - 
+ -xp {- J?pYsP 1 -  - 1 -  ny5n - J p Y g h  + 5 * z'y 5 z+ + $zoy5zo 
TABLE 111 (cont.) 
Yukawa interactions of pseudoscalar mesons with baryons, 
assuming pure coypling through F. 
e 
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TABU3 Iv* 
Trilinear couplings of e ' s  to n's  and N ' s .  
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TABLE v. 
Transformation properties of baryons and mesons, 
assuming pseudoscalar mesons coupled through D. 
'v + S+Do 
Ks -  
+ e+v + D+DO 
r/z- R -  
- 
o vv - e+e- + DODO - D+D- 
2 n -  
- -  - ve + D'D- 
7 
- 
vv + e+e- - 2c;Cp- # -  DODO -+ D+D- - ~s+s- JT2 
- -  
vp + DOS- K- - $2 
+ p - s v  
Z' - D'v 
n - S+e- 
Dov - D'e- 
Dov + D'e- - 2S'p' A -  J6 
5 
- 
c 
+? 
.y p'vg S D 
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+ e o  e v - D D  
WLE v (cont.) 
- 
vv - e+e- - DODO + D+D- e" - 2 
crs -46- 
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